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• For ICs, it is the source of truth for how to achieve impact for one’s role and team and how 
to grow in one’s engineering career.

• For managers, it can help one set expectations with one’s teams and hold them accountable 
for their work.

Eng Career Framework: Why is it important?



Source of truth for

• Level Expectations: Core expectations for each level (IC & Mgr) based on scope and 
complexity: these expectations are the what that determine the difference between an IC3 
and IC4, for example

• Core Responsibilities: Per-level expectations for key behaviors: these behaviors help you 
identify how you work to deliver impact based on your level expectations

• Craft: Per discipline expectations for domain expertise, impact and customer focus.

Eng Career Framework: What is it?



• Not a promotion checklist for your role: rather, it’s designed to help one figure out what 
one’s impact could look like at the next level.

• Not an exhaustive list of examples and behaviors: it includes some key behaviors that serve 
as guide for how to think about one’s work.

Consequently, one would need to meet with one’s manager to define one’s goals and align on 
the expectations for one’s role. 

Eng Career Framework: What is it not?



Eng Career Framework: Common Problems

Inconsistent Every discipline (Engineering/Product/Design/GBO etc) has its own unique career 
framework

Not scalable Missing career frameworks or differing levels of maturity for some roles
(For example, it is not uncommon to see SWE and EM being robust but SRE, QA etc being 
missing or not as robust)

Inherent Bias Emphasizes complexity of projects instead of anchoring on impact. Often frameworks are 
biased to Infra engineers and disadvantages Product engineers

Not consumable Framework is long and wordy and is not easy to consume



Eng Career Framework: Goals & Principles

Consistent Aligning the Engineering framework to the company-wide framework and only layering 
on some eng-specific things in.

Scalable Using the same base framework across engineering; while allowing each discipline 
(SWE, Security, TPM, SRE, QA) to define their craft

Inclusive Having clear craft across all disciplines and not being heavily slanted to Infra 
engineers.

Consumable Simplifying the framework; also building a better binder to easily see the description of 
each level



• Aligned with our People team to ship a 
company-wide base career framework with 
core capabilities for each level

• Adopted the above framework and 
augmented with engineering-
specific behaviors to clarify expectations

Consistent with the Company-wide framework 



• Framework better creates a 
consistency of expectations across 
all disciplines in engineering

• Each niche role can then 
distinguish using the Craft 
expectations 

Scalable: Base framework for Eng disciplines



• Definition: Impact starts and ends with better serving our customers, which, in turn, helps 
Dropbox succeed as a business. 

• Impact guiding principles: Consistency, Velocity, and Accountability

• Engineering Levers for Impact: Domain Expertise, Innovation, Product Expertise, Project 
Leadership, Technical Leadership & Mentorship

Inclusive: Anchoring on Impact



• Improved language to shift focus from complex, long running projects to delivery of 
business impact with varying levers of impact

• Product Expertise included as an engineering lever for impact

Inclusive: Improved representation of Prod Eng 



Increasing degree of detail for each level

• One liners provide simple
message of the level
of expected impact

• Scope, Collaborative Reach
and Impact Levers used to
frame level expectations

• Core Responsibilities define how to 
behave at your level to deliver impact

Consumable



● Blog Post - 
https://dropbox.tech/infrastructure/sharing-our-engineering-career-frame
work-with-the-world

● Publicly viewable career framework - 
https://dropbox.github.io/dbx-career-framework/ 

Resources

https://dropbox.tech/infrastructure/sharing-our-engineering-career-framework-with-the-world
https://dropbox.tech/infrastructure/sharing-our-engineering-career-framework-with-the-world
https://dropbox.github.io/dbx-career-framework/


Questions?

● @anirudhtodi

● atodi @ dropbox

Thank you!


